Overview

A dimmable Lutron® receptacle is available in two models: DDTR (Duplex), and HDTR (Half). Model DDTR (Duplex) allows both outlets to be used for dimming and model HDTR (Half) allows the top outlet to be used for dimming while the bottom outlet is a standard receptacle. These dimmable receptacles provide a solution for dimming table/floor lamps directly through a receptacle in both residential and commercial applications. Both DDTR and HDTR are UL® Listed to be controlled by UL® Listed Lutron® dimmers and Lighting Control Systems.

This guide identifies products that are suitable for use with Lutron® dimmable receptacles.

Products Suitable for Use with Lutron® Dimmable Receptacles

Dimmable receptacles and replacement plugs are UL® Listed Special Use Connectors suitable for use with the following Lutron® products:

- Ariadni® Dimmers
- Caséta® Wireless Dimmers
- Centurion® Dimmers
- Diva® Dimmers
- Glyder® Dimmers
- GRAFIK™ Lighting Control Systems
- GRAFIK Eye® Lighting Control Systems
- GRAFIK T™ Dimmers
- Hi-Power 2-4-6™ Dimming Modules
- HomeWorks® Dimmers
- HomeWorks® Lighting Control Systems
- LCP128™ Systems
- Lumea® Dimmers
- Lyneo® Dimmers
- Maestro® Dimmers
- Maestro IR® Dimmers
- Maestro Wireless® Dimmers
- Meadowlark® Dimmers
- myRoom™ Dimming Modules
- myRoom™ Switching Modules
- NGRX-PB Power Booster Modules
- Nova® Dimmers
- Nova T™ Dimmers
- PHPM Power Modules
- Quantum® Lighting Control Systems
- RadioRA® Dimmers
- RadioRA® 2 Dimmers
- Rotary Dimmers
- Skylark® Dimmers
- Skylark Contour® Dimmers
- Spacer System® Dimmers
- Toggler® Dimmers
- Vareo® Dimmers
- Vierti® Dimmers
Lutron, Ariadni, Caseta, Centurion, Diva, Glyder, GRAFIK Eye, HomeWorks, Lumea, Lyneo, Meadowlark, Maestro, Maestro IR, Maestro Wireless, Nova, Nova Tr, Quantum, RadioRA, Skylark, Skylark Contour, Spacer System, Toggler, Vareo, and Verti are registered trademarks and GRAFIK, GRAFIK T, Hi-Power 2-4-6, LCP128, myRoom, and RadioRA 2 are trademarks of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. UL is a registered trademark of Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
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